
LAAC: Weekly Leadership Update
08-30-18

Agenda
1. North Star: Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements

o Are you available to meet with Nick Melvoin and BD4 staff the week of 9/10 to priority 
plan around long-term FUAs and the rest of the LAAC’s priorities and get Nick’s insight 
on a viable path forward as we dive into the work? With long-term FUA’s much of the 
path forward depends on the response from the District re what’s viable.

o How do you feel about ExEd and PCSD identifying specific clients as examples of long-
term facilities deals and pushing them with board offices, given that this may run in 
conflict with policy change for all schools, which is what we are pursuing?

2. North Star: Renewal Criteria & Performance Framework
o None. LA RA will work to secure another representative of the working group and 

coordinate charter leaders and aligned nonprofits between meetings as discussed last 
week.

3. North Star: Authorizing Policy & Oversight

o None. This is another item we would like to discuss in depth with board members over 
the next two weeks.

4. Ad-Hoc North Star: BD5 Representation

o None. 
5. Ad-Hoc North Star: Influencing CCSA Legislative Agenda

o Do you want to set up a call in the next week to give feedback on the legislative agenda?
o Do you want the legislative agenda presentation to be part of the next LAAC meeting or 

an ad-hoc call for LAAC members to join?
6. Additional Updates

o PCNR and Advocacy Conflicts 
o What action, if any, should the LAAC take if an LAAC-member school is placed on 

the PCNR list and the school is not voluntarily closed?
o CAO Roundtable

o What support do you need from CCSA to operationalize this effort?
o  LAAC Meeting Agenda Planning 9/18

o Is Rebecca confirmed?  CCSA will provide parking information as discussed. Do 
we want to plan for questions in advance of the meeting? Do we want to do a 
small group meeting with Rebecca before then?

o  What are your reactions to the tentative agenda outlined below:
1. 30 minutes with Rebecca Kockler
2. Vote: Approve 18-19 LAAC Priority Smart Goals (we will send by this 

Friday)
a. Vote/Discussion: Long-term Facilities
b. Vote/Discussion: Renewal Criteria; Performance Framework 

non-negotiables
c. Vote: Approve on Strike Prep Declaration
d. Discussion: Data gathering for 

3. Vote: Approve LAAC Policy Working Groups for 18-19
4. Discussion: Provide Feedback on Legislative Agendas
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5. Discussion: BD 5 Update and PAC representation

Pre-Reading

North Star: Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements
Create a formal and sustainable system for long-term facilities use agreements between LAUSD and 
charter schools beginning in the 2019-20 school year, where long-term is defined to be petition co-
terminus or longer, by establishing a clear change in facilities policy.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is finalizing work plans now, but anticipates a strategy centered around consistent 

grasstops, grassroots, and media pressure to influence district-level policy change prior 
to the Prop. 39 offers on November 1. We recognize this is a short window to secure 
policy change that may be challenging depending on the District’s memo on paths 
forward given the 3/3 split on the board.

 What Happened Last Week:
o Gabriella Charter Schools (one of the few schools with a long-term facility use 

agreement), with perceived support from CSFA, confirmed that it will apply for a 
determination that SB 740 program allocations can be used toward private parking 
facility lease costs.  Despite an earlier suggestion that it might need to forego it current 
facilities lease, Gabriella also confirmed that it will not forfeit its current long-term use 
agreement.  LA RA and the Facilities/Legal teams are supporting Gabriella and will 
continue to monitor their application. This means that we will not lose one of our main 
long-term use agreements.

o On Thursday, Cassy and Ebony met with ExEd, PCSD, and GPSN for their standing 
facilities working group meeting. and discussed the facilities landscape in Los Angeles 
and priorities for 2018-19 and sought to align work. Those three organizations want to 
push specific schools that they are interested in funding forward for meetings with 
District staff about long-term agreements for those schools. LA RA is concerns that 
advocating for specific sweetheart deals for a couple schools could undermine our push 
for broad policy change. We have requested that the group wait until we hear back from 
BD 4 regarding the path forward on long-term facilities before they start setting up those 
meetings.

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will schedule a meeting with BD4 to priority plan around long-term FUAs and get 

Nick’s insight on a viable path forward under the current district landscape.
o We will follow-up with Sarah Angel to determine the status of the additional memo that 

BD4 requested from District counsel concerning the path forward for long-term FUAs.
o We will be finalizing our workplans and smart goals on facilities for E & C review next 

weekend.
 Working Group Updates:

o No working group updates at this time. We intend to get LAAC feedback on working 
group structure for this year.

North Star: Renewal Criteria & Performance Framework
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In the absence of updated statewide criteria, secure LAUSD charter renewal criteria that prioritizes 
student academic outcomes and – only when necessary – considers multiple measures but does not 
substitute academic achievement with non-academic outcome measures of limited value.
Secure a performance framework that lays the foundation for system-wide school improvement through 
a similar focus on student academic achievement. At a minimum, charter renewal criteria will remain 
protected as LAUSD adopts a performance framework for all public schools.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is developing work plans now but preparing for a possible collective letter in the 

event we want to circulate to members and send to District/Board before September 
votes. This could be voted on and approved at the September 18 meeting.

 What Happened Last Week:

o We learned that two organization—Green Dot and Village Charter—were asked to 
remove CCSA academic accountability data from their petitions. Both organizations 
share a common senior coordinator. No other schools have been asked to remove those 
comments to date. We are working to ensure that schools maintain the framework in 
their petitions. Another round of operators submitted last week, all of them including 
CCSA’s framework.

 What’s Happening Next Week:

o We will confirm renewal recommendations with all schools. We believe that all schools 
up for a vote next month will be recommended for approval, with one possible 
exception. 

o We expect to circulate to LAAC leadership a draft collective letter on the need an 
opportunity for the District to lead on advancing new renewal criteria.

o The District’s first performance framework working session (rather than a “learning 
session”) is next week, where we will make the argument that academic results should 
remain the primary focus. We plan to coordinate our members and aligned operators. 

 Working Group Updates:
o We will be touching base with Annabelle (Green Dot), Lynnzi (KIPP), and will identify an 

alternate to send in place of STEM Prep in advance of working group meeting to ensure 
alignment. We’ll also be connecting with other allies in the room.

o We need to recalibrate on the LAAC working group, which we suggest doing for approval 
at the September 18 meeting.

North Star: Authorizing Policy & Oversight
Fundamentally improve the authorization and oversight experience for LA charter schools and the 
relationship between authorizer and charter schools in LA by securing structural reforms at LAUSD. In 
addition, continue to monitor OIG activity as it relates to LAUSD authorized charter schools.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is finalizing work plans now which we will share for approval this Friday.

 What Happened Last Week:
o LAUSD began informing new schools that the district would be visiting schools to 

perform manual headcounts to determine actual enrollment compared with the 
projected enrollment submitted with the schools’ petition budgets, in part to make sure 
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enrollment-derived ADA will cover school expenses.  According to the district, schools 
with substantially lower enrollment will be asked to submit revised budgets.  For this 
reason, we believe these headcounts are in response to the sudden closure of PUC iPrep 
Charter Academy in Eagle Rock.  The district began some counts on Thursday) (e.g., 
Learning by Design and TEACH).

o No schools have received their oversight rubric yet.
 What’s Happening Next Week:

o We will continue to support member schools as the district commences its headcounts 
and will aggregate information about the process and member experiences.

o We will raise with CSD member concerns that annual oversight guidelines have yet to be 
issued for 2018-19.

 Working Group Updates:
o No working group updates at this time. We will recalibrate along with other LAAC 

working groups.

Ad-Hoc North Star: BD5 Representation
Maintain a kids-first local authorizing environment by securing: 1) interim appointment of a 
representative who supports the Superintendent and aligned board members; and 2) A special election 
primary in March; 3) LAAC alignment with a PAC.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is working with CCSA’s Civic Affairs team to prepare for the March 5 primary 

election, and exploring a strategy around a temporary appointment.
 What Happened Last Week:

o This week, our external and cross team partners made it clear that community members 
want the board to try once more to appoint a representative and/or create a process 
around appointment. We recognize the strategy as once likely to result in no 
appointment, but believe it to be at least a useful organizing tool for the upcoming 
special election. 
We began planning around how to pressure the board to that end, drafting a petition to 
circulate among BD5 constituents and planning an action to flood select board offices 
with calls. 

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will continue to strategize with external partners and board members around the 

best means for the debate at the 9/11 meeting (via resolution for immediate action, 
action at following meeting, etc.). We will launch organizing efforts around petition and 
calls. 

 PAC Updates:
o We generated a tentative plan for endorsement timeline with the civic affairs team this 

week, a process that is likely to culminate with a mid to late-January endorsement. We 
plan to launch PAC recruitment efforts following the September board meetings, once 
the appointment process has played itself out. Tentatively, our ideal PAC composition is a 
9-1 ratio of school leaders to parent champions.  
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Additional Updates
- N/A


